
Christian Growth That Is Useful
2 Peter 1:8

As some of you knov^one part of me is pretty analytical. My brain never turns off or stops
observing things. Two of the things I observe is people's actual actions compared to their stated
desires and what people claim will happen with what actually does happen. In the midst of my
observing people, 1 have noticed that often people want to know the one action they can take so
they will be guaranteed success or safety or healing or whatever. And 1 don't see any difference
between a Bible-believing Christian and any other on this. The problem is — while
•  there are definite right & wrong actions and
•  there are things which will help in an area more or hurt in an area more and
•  there are actions that are better or worse than others

There is never just one action that will guarantee the future. Life is far more complicated than
that - there are always many more forces which are going on in any situation than any human
could ever know or control. Let me give you a couple quick examples.

Through the decades, 1 have watched countless Christian High School seniors diligently seek
God's will as to what college, trade school, job, town or profession they should go to after High
School in hopes that that action will make their life or dreams work out. That's great that they
are seeking God's will as to WHERE to go. But I have seen far too many of those Christian
High Schoolers waste those next few years or wash out spiritually even though they went to the
place they thought God wanted them to go. Their neglect of regular devotional times or not
regularly going to a Biblical church or not saying 'no' to popular temptations or not actively
sacrificing to serve Jesus & others UNDID any positive that could have come from going to the
place or profession God had for them.

Through the decades, I have watched countless Christian young people (& not so young people)
become so excited that they had found that one special person to be united in marriage to so
now, their life would be fulfilled. It is great that we have that privilege of choice in regards to a
life partner. But it doesn't take much research to see that many of those marriages didn't turn
out so well. Our nation's divorce rate is the highest in our country's history and one of the
highest, if not the highest, divorce rate in the world. So just finding what feels like the right
person is clearly not sufficient for a beneficial marriage.

Through the decades, 1 have watched many Christian parents get so scared of the secularism or
anti-Biblical teaching in the public schools that they sacrificed much to put their kids into
Christian schools. What a privilege it is in our day to have choices in education that only the
hyper rich or powerful could have in the past. But 1 also have seen how many of those kids fell
away from active Biblical faith several years later. In fact in the decade that I kept specific
numbers a higher percentage of church kids going to the Christian school fell away from active
faith than church kids who went to the public schools. Now there was nothing wrong with our
Christian school - their integration of the Bible with learning brings great insights to students.
But the idea that any one action can guarantee a child's spiritual future faith is incorrect.
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Now NONE of the things I mentioned are wrong - in fact all are positive in themselves ~
seeking God's will of where to go next in life, Christian education, or being really excited about
the person you are marrying. BUT none can guarantee a specific desired future. There are too
many other things we can corrupt because of our sinflilness, too many other consequences of
our broken world and too much good God can bring out of even the worst situation.

This is important for us to remember as we see the reasons why God calls us to put a lot of our
effort into the 8 virtues in v 5-7. This week we'll look at the positive reasons in v 8 and next
week we'll look at some negative ones in v 9. So as you memorize, meditate and seek to apply
these verses in your own life be careful not to see them as an "end all" - just do this and
everything else will go perfectly (remember perfection is reserved for heaven). And don't make
these a mechanical stairway thinking once you reach a certain place, everything will be fine and
you won't have any problems. That is not how God is stating this here. Our sinfulness can
corrupt even the best actions and God's grace can bring good out of even the worst situation.
These are very important actions we are to put energy in to in obedience to God and God will
bring fruit and spiritual effectiveness from it.

Let's quickly review ...
• V 1 & 2 give us a tremendous picture of who Jesus is - God, Messiah, Savior, Lord,

righteous, giver of faith, grace & peace and desiring a personal relationship with us.
• V 3-4 gives us some unbelievable things God is doing (and has done) so we can live a

godly life - His great power gives us all the resources we need, He initiates our personal
relationship with Himself, gives us rock solid promises that He will surely carry out,
allows us to participate in the divine nature and breaks our slavery to worldliness caused
by sinful choices of people including ourselves.

• V 5-7 show us 8 virtues we are to put intentional effort into. READ v 5-7. Now in v 8-9,
God tells us why it is wise and good to put intentional effort into these 8 virtures.

PROPOSITION: If we want to see valuable Christian growth, it is wise and good to put our
own human effort into increasing in the 8 virtues listed in v 5-7.

I, Have and progress!
READ V 8-9. Clearly this is just written to Christians. Notice the phrase at the end of v 9.
"forgetting that they have been cleansed from their past sins." So at least outwardly all
those Peter is speaking to have come to that place where they have surrendered their lives in
faith to Jesus Christ as their Savior and Lord.

A. We all want to know that one action that will guarantee success
B. Life is too complex to have just one action determine all others

C. Have and ... "possess"
Let's go back to v 8. READ. The first part of v 8 sets down two criteria for spiritual
growth that are useful. Possess & increasing measure or have & progress. In the first
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place these virtues must truly be possessed and secondly, these virtues must continue
to be developed in a person's life. This may not be as evident in the NIV, but hptll
phrases are equal. We need to possess the qualities in v 5-7 and second we need to be
increasing in them.

To help any of our spiritual activities be useful for our growth and for the
advancement of Jesus' work in this world, we first need to possess faith, goodness,
knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, mutual affection and love. If a
person just goes to church but doesn't have any real faith, all their efforts are not
going to accomplish much. If a person thinks they have lots of faith but no self-control
or perseverance, then the positive effects of that faith will disappear.

So the natural question Americans then ask is *^How much of these do I need to be
effective and productive spiritually?*' That is the wrong question for two reasons.
First because the initial aspects of these virtues actually comes from God rather than
us and second because it is the increasing that is most important.

Let's focus first on the "possess part". Back in v I we saw that there is a faith that we
have received through the righteousness of our God and Savior Jesus Christ. In other
words there is an initial aspect ofqi^ faith from God Himself. Galatians 5:22-23 gives
us 9 qualities that comes to us from God through the Holy Spirit working in our lives
- three of those are mentioned here in 2 Peter - love, goodness and self-control. So
some aspect of these virtues that we are to possess are given to us by God Himself.
This is why we stress the importance of taking that initial step of surrendering
ourselves to Jesus as our Savior and Lord. (Gospel). If we have truly repented,
believed and surrendered, then GOD converts us, gives us a new nature, forgives us,
opens heaven to us, adopts us as His children and starts a genuine personal
relationship with us through Jesus Christ. It is when we are converted by God, or
become bom-again, that we start to possess these virtues as a whole. But we never
want to j ust stay there. "

For example when you buy a fishing boat battery - OK for regular people when you
buy a laptop or any tool run by batteries - those kind of batteries have a charge to start
witfr, they aren't like the little batteries you buy which are fully charged. The boat,
laptop and tool batteries could immediately do something. But the instructions clearly
tell you to charge those batteries first. That initial charge in the battery is not meant to
be the end all but the beginning. Because if the batteries come in completely dead -
no charge exists at all - then they are probably no good - they won't hold a charge
even if you put a lot of effort into it. God activates these virtues in us when we
genuinely come to faith, but then we are to put effort into them.

That leads us to the second reason why it would be wrong to ask how much of these
qualities do we need to be useful and effective spiritually. The key is not getting them
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up to a certain point so we can become effective and productive spiritually - the key is
simply are they increasing in our own lives.

D. Progress "in increasing measure"
Unlike the batteries in my illustration, we don't have to first get these virtues to a
certain point before ̂  they can be useful and effective spiritually. We just need them
to be putting in effort so they are increasing in our life. READ v 8. "For if you
possess these qualities (first we need to possess them) ... IN INCREASING
MEASURE," Some of God's gifts require active cooperation on our part.

Now this should surprise us Americans. We are an enterprising bunch. We compete
for jobs, in sports, in games, keeping up with the Jones (whoever they are) — we even
compete at getting the best deals at stores. All of our lives we are measuring ourselves
against other people to see who we are and where we stand. Those with the most
generally do the best and those with the least often flounder.

But spiritual effectiveness and productiveness iaja»e based on progress in these
virtues. God can just as effectively use a new Christian or a Christian coming back
from waywardness as He can use one who has been in the faith for decades, even

Christian can't feel they have arrived to some higher spiritual state so they don't have
to put any of their own effort into growing in these virtues. In simple terms, we don't
have to be bummed we don't have as much of these virtues as others as long as we are
now putting some effort into increasing them in our lives. Nor can we feel superior
because we seem to have more of them than others around us, because if we don't
continue to put effort into them, we will actually become ineffective and unproductive
in what we do have.

11. An important direction to go

A. Keeps us from being ...
So why should we continually put effort into faith, goodness, knowledge, serve-
control, perseverance, godliness, mutual affection and love? To keep us from being
ineffective and unproductive in our Christian life, READ v 8. The phrase *your
knowledge" here refers to more than just intellectual knowledge of Jesus, but is that
amped up word that refers also to relational and deeper knowledge. It is the same
word as in V 2 & 3 of this chapter and more than the word in v 5. & .6. We want our

\fiChristian life to matter - grdW^ in our relationship with Jesusf^eeper knowledge of
God & His ways, helping the Kingdom of God to grow and be^ spiritually
transformed in our character. It would be a scandal to receive all the provisions of God
in V 3-4 and then just waste them. We don't want to have a faith that is futile or
fruitless. And that can happen when believers rest on past achievements, stagnate, and
cease to grow, or when other priorities reduce our desire and service to Jesus.
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B. Idle, useless, complacent "ineffective"
READ V 8. Two words are used here and they both mean similar things - being
useless. The first word, "ineffective", refers to someone who is useless, idle or
complacent — like a worker spending time at the mall instead of getting anything done.
Facebook, TV or video games can easily make you ineffective in the evening if you
don't exercise self-control with them.

C. Fruitless, barren "unproductive"
The second word, "unproductive", means a similar thing but in agricultural terms - it
is to be fruitless or barren. An apple tree that doesn't produce any fruit is
**unproductive^' - 3. Christian life that doesn't transform our character, help expand
God's Kingdom or assist others is "unproductive". It is a waste and none of us want
to waste our lives — although sometimes it sounds enticing to just sit around a pool,
eating grapes and having people serve us all the time.

I find it interesting that Peter states this using the negative - they, these growing
qualities, will keep you from being ineffective and unprgductive rather than saying
these qualities will make you effective and productive. Because there are other forces
that are also at worl^-we won't waste our lives, but these alone won't guarantee
super efficiency or ̂ ^^roductiveness. Be careful of thinking one action will
guarantee another area - NO, d' rightly heads us to that other area..

III. Examples in life
So let's see how this works out positively in our Christian lives in 3 different situations

A. Growth in faith

The first is when we hit a time in our lives where we grow in faith. There will be a

number of times where that growth is clear. I was thinking about the India Team that
just got back - all of them shared some profound way the trip had affected them
personally. And many shared how they weren't certain yet what their next steps will
be. This is common when we take a major step forward spiritually. Actually the team
members may have been impacted in different virtues in v 5-7. Remember this is not a
static ladder that once you get up it, then you are done. This is cyclical and multiple
things happen at the same time, but the interconnections can help us when we don't
know what to do next.

So if it is faith in God that grew and we don't know what to do next, we can do some
actions in goodness - either helping others, helping the ministries at church, or
replacing one of our bad habits with something good in God's sight. If it was the
knowledge of God and His bigger plan that grew, we can do some actions in self-
control - voluntarily and cheerfully give-up something and devote that time, energy or
finances to what God is putting on our hearts. If it was godliness that grew - that twin
sense of wanting to be more devoted to Jesus and then living that out in my
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interactions in everyday life - then a great next step is put some effort into
encouraging, building up and helping fellow believers, friends or family around you -
mutual affection. Again don't think of this just as some kind of set of independent
steps - there is no 8 step method to make you mature faster. RATHER let these
interconnections encourage you because God is showing us this so we can be more
effective and more productive for Jesus' work in this world.

B. Growing knowledge of God & His ways
Let's take a different one. Let's say you go to a retreat or conference or hear a
message or go through an experience where you get really excited about what you are
learning about God & His ways. You are growing in knowledge of the Lord. You will
have a million ideas and dreams of what you might do. Those are great, but too many
times little comes from it long term. It seems we just get sucked back into the daily
grind and that growing knowledge seems to fade away.

Interestingly, God wants us to add "self-control" to knowledge. That is, it is more
helpful and useful to make yourself do something small the next 2 days, then to
dream up a big plan you will never get to. Now, don't stop dreaming and learning and
being excited, but funnel some of your effort, time and finances to do something in the
area you are thinking about simplv because you choose to. Again, don't make this
mechanical, it is simply an encouragement, a focus and a help God is giving us. If you
take my example of a new battery needing to be charged - where God has given us
some of these virtues, but then we need to put our effort into them - ̂  are not the
power or electricity in that example - God is. Our efforts in these areas are simply us
plugging in the battery charger. It seems like we are putting a lot of effort into self-
control, but actually it is the Holy Spirit which is transforming our simple efforts into
a bjgger change in our lives than we could ever do in our own strength.

C. Needing to grow in perseverance
Let's take a negative one for our last one. Let's say you are looking at your life and
you notice that whenever things getLlough, you stop going. A bit too much whining,
complaining and blaming others. Any Tittle problem keeps you from doing what you
know God wants you to do. You look around at other Christians and you are envious
of how they can go through hard situations and be joyful, and you can't even keep
going grumpy. I think most of us have been there at some time in our life.

It is important to go back and reconfirm in faith that God has given us everything we
need for a godly life — He is actively at work in our life through His promises, the
work of the Holy Spirit and the breaking of our bondage to worldliness through our
salvation. Then we want to look at those other people differently. See them as an
encouragement of what God can do rather than an indictment of our failure. We do not
need to be at the level that personTs spiritually before God can positively use our life.
But we do need to be putting some effort into this area of perseverance to help us
make some progress. And when we are weak in an area we'll regularly feel like a
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failure in that one area, so go back and put some effort in the virtues that are Ug^d
before it - faith, goodness, knowledge and self-control. In many cases is that similar
to athletes who want to push themselves - they don't just say "I'm going to keep
going", but they choose some habits to be self-controlled in, put up inspirational
sayings and find a coach who encourages them. I actually believe that the real
transformation is actually from God. This is true of any godly virtue. We may put
effort into being mor^ati^ for decades - the real change that happens isn't simply
our effort, but God multiplies and uses our effort in that area to do so much more. He
wants to trust His process - no getting down on yourself because you feel you have
less of these qualities than others and no retiring from effort because you feel you
have more than others. Instead, keep putting effort into them.

Let me leave you with this illustration from Barre Granite. Someone recently shared
with me something they learned from watching their father in the stone sheds here in
Barre. This was a long time ago before some of our more sophisticated machines. He
said his dad and others would work a long time pounding and banging away at the top
of a granite chunk. To the son it seemed like nothing was happening - maybe the
chisels and tools went in just a little. But they kept going back over the same area,
putting effort into the same things. Then suddenly the block would split in two. We
often want our efforts to look like cutting a tree rather than cutting a rock. When you
cut a tree, you can see your progress as you go - because it is soft. But when you cut a
rock using the special qualities God designed in it, you don't see the progress along
the way -jheji something better than you can imagine happens. God wants us to be
confident, not as a mechanical thing, but by putting effort into these virtues, God will
multiply or use that to do far more in our lives and with our lives than the actual effort
we put in. Keep cooperating with God's way! Keep overcoming in the power of Jesus!
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